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Update from -02 to -03 of draft-ietf-manet-nhdp-mib

- Editorial updates
- Added notifications (based on RFC4750, i.e. OSPF MIB):
  - nhdpNbrStateChange – change of status of a neighbor
  - nhdp2hopNbrStateChange – change of status of a 2-hop neighbor
  - nhdpIfRxBadMessage – incoming message cannot be parsed (counter needed)
  - nhdpIfStateChange – status change of local interface
- Added Security Considerations section
Updates to draft-ietf-manet-olsrv2-mib

- No activity (waiting for completing NHDP-MIB, OLSRv2 draft updates)
To do

- Check coherence with REPORT MIB based on implementation experience (Running code?)
- Last Call of NHDP-MIB in summer?
- Work on OLSRv2 MIB